Grenof Water Technologies has implemented
a full turnkey solution including high spec
dosing stations, dosing data recording and
monitoring, delivery of product, maintenance
and data logging for our customers.

WATER TECHNOLOGIES
Monitoring

This process allows our customers to set the
parameters to suit their requirements, so
Grenof Water Technologies can implement
agreed strategies to efficiently manage odour
and corrosion issues.
Grenof further has the capability to implement
a full network solution combined with dosing
capability to map and monitor the network
to provide efficient strategies for optimising
network odour and corrosion strategies.
Advances in technology enable customers to
completely monitor their network in a capacity
not seen before. Grenof Water Technologies’
market-leading product Sewercon does just
that. A full system that can link monitoring,
mapping, dosing and alarms, including
software that links to the customer’s systems
which for the first time provides active data of
a network.
The technological advancement of Sewercon
allows customers to monitor their network
from their control room or from remote sites
and understand their network so algorithms
can be designed, alarms set and issues dealt
with in real time. With this active data comes
the ability to link chemical dosing to live data
to ensure the most accurate dosing rate is
delivered.
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Application

Undertaken in live sewer

Control

Software allows full
control of system

KEY
BENEFITS

Sewercon leads the way in network monitoring
and is in high demand around Australia from
major utilities and councils.
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Complete sewer
monitoring system
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Chemical
delivery

OHSAS 18001:2007

ISO 9001:2015

ISO 14001:2015

Assets

Real data, real time,
real sewer monitoring
and management

Networking

Links full network data
together

